
Lewiston Curling Club 

Board Meeting Minutes 

 
 

Date: January 27, 2020 

 

Present:   Erik Snyder, Diana Hlywa, Dan Serba, John Boris, Neal Godby, Randy Pyle, 

Mary Keskine   

 

MEETING CALLED TO ORDER at 6:04 pm. 

 

Approval of Prior Minutes 

Motion by Neal Godby/2nd by Mary Keskine was made to approve the minutes from the 

December 19, 2019 Board meeting and were unanimously approved. 

 

Treasurer’s Report 

Diana Hlywa reported that the LCC was looking good financially as she mentioned that last year 

December we were sitting at $69,038.07 and currently we have $91,750.72 in the bank. Diana 

also reported that one of our CD’s just renewed and she looked into adding to the previous CD 

but found out you could not add to an existing CD but must renew the CD.  

Diana mentioned that changes were coming to the checks in our checking account because of 

our change in banks previously.  

Most of the dues for this year's curlers are accounted for and the skips from teams will need to 

reach out to curlers on their team to seek out money owed for curling this season. If the skips 

have difficulty getting the dues from their team members, Diana will contact those who have 

not paid their dues. There are about 12 curlers who still owe their curling dues. 

There was a question about beginning curler dues and the dues that are required for the LCC to 

pay for with the USCA. The dues required to join the USCA for each curler counts to be 

approximately ⅓ of beginning year curlers. In the past the LCC subsidized the extra dues for the 

USCA and the LCC would lose out on that extra money for the club. The discussion was tabled 

for discussion for next fall when the LCC Board would meet to discuss next year’s curling dues. 

 

 

Ice Committee Report 

Randy reported there have been a few issues with the timer on the compressor but plans on 

calling Lou Hubert to ask if he may have any ideas of how to resolve the issue. Randy will plan 

on contacting Lou when he gets back in town. Randy was able to fix the issue temporarily and 

thinks everything will be fine. 
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Maintenance House Committee 

Mary Keskine reported that the LCC was cleaned before the Battle for the Ax with Midland. 

Mary also mentioned that there will be a big cleaning for the International Bonspiel. 

Mary wants to remind all LCC members to clean out the refrigerator after using the facilities 

because containers and things are being left behind and get old. She is asking that anytime the 

ice is rented, after Bonspiels, or just LCC members using the facilities, to please clean out the 

fridge or the cleaning crew will dispose of everything in the refrigerator. 

 

Bonspiel Committee Report 

Keith Berger was not available to report but Erik Snyder did on his behalf. Erik stated that the 

International Bonspiel has 20 teams committed and everything is full for the Bonspiel. Ebel’s is 

giving the LCC a deal on steaks for the Bonspiel at $3.99/lb!! Thanks Ebel’s. Keith is looking 

into ordering craft beer for the Bonspiel but not sure of the cost and what beer would go over 

well. Mary mentioned that Tim Hortons is willing to donate coffee and donuts but someone 

would have to contact them. Erki replied that he would be reaching out to Tim Hortons. 

Keith also mentioned to Mary that he was planning on meeting with the House Committee on 

Wednesday to plan for the Bonspiel. 

Keith would also like LCC members to begin thinking about donating items that would look great 

and impress participants in the Bonspiel. 

The sign-up sheet for Saturday’s snacks and food will go out soon. 

Randy suggested that the Traverse City Bonspiel and Midland Battle of the Ax Bonspiel be 

taken over by the Bonspiel Committee. At this time, Randy takes care of most of the duties 

surrounded around both of those Bonspiels. 

Diana suggested that other Bonspiel Committee members take on some of the duties 

associated with the Traverse City Bonspiel and Battle of the Ax Bonspiel so Keith wouldn’t be so 

overwhelmed. 

 

Games Committee Report 

Erik reported that he has heard good feedback once again from the interleague play. He noted 

that curlers are learning the ways that some nights have particular traditions and how other 

nights operate. 

Diana reports that she has not heard positive feedback as some teams are concerned about the 

wins and losses going against their night and the league points accumulated from those wins or 

losses. Diana noted that some nights are full of beginning curlers and are at a disadvantage 

when they face other nights with experienced veteran curlers.  

Randy stated that some curlers can’t make a different night work for them so they don’t curl 

because of that reason. He also mentioned that for some potential curlers it isn’t worth paying 

the full price to curl for the season only to miss out on those nights. 

Neal likes the idea of having all the teams visit another night to learn what other nights do and 

how they interact with each other before and after curling for the night. 
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Randy brought up an issue with the new sub rule on the wall and looked back in the by-laws 

that associate members have no rights to ice. The new sub rule allowed anyone to sub whether 

they are a member or not because it does not mention specifically who could be a sub. Rand 

felt the new rule was risky for the club and needed to have something mentioned in the sub rule 

that would not allow anyone to walk into the club as a non-member and be able to curl. Randy 

believes that subs should be an associate member and not just anyone who wants to curl. 

It was mentioned that the Board should look into creating stipulations for those who curl the 

mini-season and become a type of member of the club other than an associate member. 

The sub rule will be tabled until the the year-end annual meeting. There could be discussion of 

adding an addendum for a sub law policy. 

 

Rental Committee Report 

Kayla did not attend the Board meeting but asked Erik to relay some information. Kayla is 

looking for volunteers to help out for February 1st rentals from 12:00-3:00 and 5:00-7:00. The 

12:00-3:00 rental is a return rental and should go smoothly but Kayla is really needing a few 

more volunteers for the 5:00-7:00 rental because this is a first time rental.  

 

New Business Report 

a) TC Friendly Spiel, MCC Battle for the Axe Updates: 

Traverse City Friendly Spiel was a fun time and there was positive feedback from the T.C. 

curlers and LCC curlers. TC’s disabled curler in a wheelchair worked out well as they carried 

him down the stairs to the ice and back up after curling.  

Erik wondered if the T.C. Friendly Bonspiel could be run a little bit differently. He was wondering 

if teams could be split with two curlers from Lewiston and two curlers from T.C. to keep the 

Bonspiel more competitive. 

The MCC Battle for the Axe unfortunately went back to Midland for another year. Hopefully we 

can bring the Axe back home to Lewiston next year. 

 

b) SafeSport Certificates: 

SafeSport certificates need to be completed by all LCC Board Members. Erik waited too long to 

get that out to the Board members and sent the emails out this morning. When they are all 

accounted for Erik will send them to Diana. 

 

c) Loan Stones to Garland? 

Garland is interested in borrowing our curling stones to use them for an Olympic event at 

Garland. They would like to use them on one of their ponds to curl during their Olympic event. 

The board unanimously agreed that this would not be a good idea because of too many 

possible issues that could happen to the curling stones. It was also mentioned that we have two 

ice rentals for that same Saturday that Garland would like to borrow the stones.  
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Mary Keskine reported that all advertising fees were all paid in full for this season. She also 

mentioned that FMTH Vacations took over for the SnowBelt Brewery advertisement. The 

Extreme Power Sports banner will not have a name change as their dues will be up at the end 

of this season and it will be looked at next year if they decide to pay for another round of 

advertising. 

Randy reported that the ice was destroyed by a non member who gained security access into 

the club by a club member who gave out their key code number. The damage to the ice was 

multiple knee prints and gouges in the ice that had to have serious repairs before the next 

curling event. The security access is a major violation of the policy manual and the member who 

gave out the key code number should lose their right to have a key code. Randy mentioned that 

this incident will need to have a special closed door meeting to discuss the ramifications of the 

breach of the key code policy. 

Randy also stated that the awards for the LCC Club Championship should be given to the 

winners shortly after they win and possibly that evening if things are set up in advance to make 

it happen. He has continued to have the awards made and believes that this should be the 

duties of the Games Committee Chairperson. Randy stated that he will no longer have the 

awards made and is relinquishing those duties. Erik agreed to taking on that job as he is the 

Games Committee Chairperson but requested that Randy guide him with his knowledge of 

ordering them for the previous years winners. 

Randy wants the LCC to know that he has curled in this club for 49 years and next year will be 

his 50th year of curling for the Lewiston Curling Club and will retire from all other duties he has 

fulfilled in the past. Randy wants to walk into the Curling Club and only be a curler next year 

with no responsibilities for the club.  

 

 

MEETING ADJOURNED at 7:06pm. 

 

NEXT BOARD MEETING DATE: Monday, February 10th at 6:00pm 

 
Meeting Minutes prepared and submitted by: Dan Serba 
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